Agencies Needed- Crime Scene Investigation Using Virtual Reality

RTI International, in cooperation with the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), is conducting a study on the Implementation of OSAC Registry Standards for Scene Investigation.

This study involves processing various crime scenes utilizing virtual reality (VR) technology. Agencies willing to participate will be sent all necessary equipment and detailed instructions. The study includes various scene options that can be processed at times convenient to the participant.

If your agency would like to participate, please go to the following website: https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/f8ede07d678b44beb5000e2fb02d73db or scan the QR code below to fill out a short application and someone from the study will contact you. If you need additional information, please contact John Grassel (jgrassel@rti.org) or Jaclynn McKay (jmckay@rti.org).